TOWN OF MEDWAY

“DECORATION POLICY”

All decorations displayed in any cemetery in the Town of Medway from May 1 thru October 15 are to be displayed at the headstone area only. All decorations displayed on the ground or on a device for the purpose of displaying decorations attached to the ground must be displayed at either side of the headstone. NO decorations are permitted to be displayed in front or behind the headstone. This is to ensure an orderly aesthetic appearance and so not to impede maintenance and mowing.

“VETERAN’S FLAGS & HOLDERS”

All Veterans flags and holders are the responsibility of the Town of Medway title 13 MRSA ss1101. All Veterans flags and holders are to be displayed at either side of the headstone only. No flag will be allowed to be displayed at the foot of any grave. It will be the responsibility of the Town of Medway to remove and replace any damaged flag and flag holder on any veteran grave. Under no circumstances will it be permissible for anyone other than the Town of Medway Sexton to remove any flag or flag holder from any Veterans grave.

Given unto our hands this 11th day of August, 2008.

David Dickey, Chairperson
Galen Kimball, Vice Chair
T. Jane McLaughlin, Selectperson
Philip Perkins, Selectman
Jeffery Jandreau, Selectman

ATTESTED: [Signature]
Town Clerk